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OUTSIDE SYSTEM CONNECTIVITY
1. MISSION
Identify and assess capabilities needed to connect most elements of the internet of everything (IoE) and highlight
technology needs and gaps. This includes supporting connection of a broad range of sensors, devices, and products and to
support information communication, processing and analysis for many applications (i.e. mobility, energy, health, and
others) with wireline, wireless and optical interconnect technologies.

2. SCOPE
Outside System Connectivity encompasses the assessment of future products and devices in the Internet of Things (IOT)
which are mobile and need to be connected to the internet, the devices required to communicate with the internet and
communication technologies required to deliver information to the cloud and analyze the dispersed big data that is
generated. Specifically, for mobile devices, this includes devices to enable CMOS and III-V circuits, passives, and
antennas and for high bandwidth fixed systems this includes devices to driver circuits for optical emitters and modulators,
lasers, LEDs, optical couplers, optical modulators, multiplexers and de-multiplexers, detectors, amplifiers and signal
conditioners.
Examples of IOT devices could include embedded medical devices, appliances, autonomous vehicles, tools, energy
monitoring devices, etc. Many of these devices will communicate with the internet through wireless RF and may need to
connect though multiple types of systems, such as WiFi™, Blue Tooth™, wireless phone protocols, etc. For many
devices such as implanted medical devices, autonomous vehicles, energy regulating devices, etc., security from tampering
will be critical, so both software and hardware solutions may be required to provide adequate security from wireless
intruders or internet hacking. Thus, a wide range of wireless solutions may be required, so the RF scope includes devices
to enable CMOS and III-V circuits, passives, and antennas.
The second area is the evaluation of components to support higher bandwidth, low power optical interconnects required to
face the foreseeable dramatic increases in information communication and access. With increasing internet traffic
volumes, The Cloud, Big Data, etc., bandwidth of communication across the internet, within server farms, and eventually
within multi-processer servers will need to dramatically increase. While multiple modes of communication may be used
to support these needs, the trend will be for optical communication to increase bandwidth, increase energy efficiency, and
be used for shorter distance communication over time. Currently, information is transferred over the internet in small
“packets” that don’t necessarily follow the same route; however, there are proposals to have dedicated connections (these
dedicated connections are often called “circuits” as these connections were called in the old, hard wired, relay switched
telephone days) between server farms and within server farms. There are also proposals to have an internet that has a
combination of “packet” and dedicated connections (circuits). To enable energy efficient, cost effective transfer of “Big
Data”, future optical networks may utilize optical switching and potentially routing to avoid O to E to O conversions and
the associated energy and latency penalties. Thus, as the future internet is defined, new devices and materials may be
needed to support this functionality. Free space optical communication is emerging as a potential application in
warehouses to manage inventory as well as data centers to provide greater flexibility via software defined directional
transmission and reception.
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Figure OSC1. Wireless and Optical Interconnect Networks Example
Figure OSC1. An example of a network from the “Cloud” to large offices, small offices and homes where electrical,
optical and wireless communication are employed to support different needs.
Finally, while this does not address them specifically, technologies supporting electrical signal transmission over wires
are expected to continue to evolve. This could include novel copper interconnect materials with low dispersion and losses.
The scope of Outside System Connectivity is extremely large, so the 2015 version of this chapter will only address a
limited set of capabilities and applications. This scope will be expanded in future versions of the chapter.

3. DIFFICULT TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
RF and Optical Interconnects each have different challenges, as shown in Table OCS1, so these will be discussed
separately.
Table OSC1: Outside System Connectivity Difficult Challenges
Difficult Challenges 2015-2022

Summary of Issues
Achieving high performance RF required reduced gate resistance which is difficult to achieve

Achieving high performance energy
efficient RF analog technology
compatible with CMOS processing

Integrating SiGe with CMOS is difficult to achieve high performance heterojunction bipolar
transistors (HBT)
Integrating III‐Vs with CMOS it is difficult to achieve high performance III‐V devices
Increasing passive device functional density on chip; e.g., resistors, inductors, varactors, and
capacitors
Increasing antenna complexity to support multiple applications

Deliver wireless capabilities to
support a broad range of applications
for IoT devices

Reducing cost of Optical Interconnects

Security: While solutions to avoid tampering / intercept of RF communications will probably
mainly rely on software solutions, and hardware technologies beyond the scope of the Outside
System Connectivity Focus Team (e.g., cryptography), we cannot exclude the possibility that
security concerns will have an impact on RF technology requirements

Reducing the large number of components (hundreds) that are expensive
Reducing the cost of single mode connected optical devices
Increasing optical interconnect density while reducing cost and power
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Reducing optical device power
Increasing Density of MUX/DeMUX and reducing the size of this functionality.
Developing low cost joining methods to provide the sub‐micron location tolerances needed
over the life cycle of single mode structures.
Increasing the density of DeMUX with multiple wavelengths, polarizations, etc.
Increase the bandwidth density
(bits/mm2) of Optical Interconnects

Increasing the operating frequency of modulators while reducing power consumption
Increasing the operating frequency of detectors while reducing power
Simultaneously fabricating and joining multiple parallel fibers or waveguides

Improve the reliability of optical
Interconnects

Determine factors that limit the reliability of lasers for single mode OI
Improve the reliability of connector technology

Difficult Challenges 2023-2030

Determine factors that limit the reliability of modulators, MUXes, DeMuxes
Summary of Issues

Agreeing on Optical technology
standards

By 2023, multiple optical implementations are likely to be in use implying that standardization
could result in cost saving. Will standards emerge or will multiple proprietary solutions
prevail?
Regenerate digital signals in the optical domain without returning to the electronic domain, a
capability that is likely to require non‐linear optical materials.

Processing information in the optical
domain

Perform logic operations in the optical domain
Switch optical streams (circuit switching) in the optical domain.
Identify a strategy for reliable O/I with point to point connectivity

Establish a System Level Reliability
Strategy

Identify a strategy for reliable O/I with LAN connectivity

Utilize the "Z" dimension more
effectively

Optical devices are often linear or planar yet much could be done, especially to reduce size,
utilizing the 3 rd. dimension. Design, but specially fabrication in "Z" is "hard". Some type of 3D
printing might enable this technical solution.

3.1. RF KEY TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
In the near term, the key challenges for RF are to achieving high performance energy efficient RF analog technology
compatible with CMOS processing and delivering capabilities to support a broad range of applications for IoT devices, as
shown in Table OSC1. To achieve high performance RF with high energy efficiency, CMOS gate resistance must be
reduced with technologies that are compatible with CMOS processing. Furthermore, SiGe and III-V performance needs
increased ft and fmax while being integrated with CMOS. Furthermore, passive devices need to be integrated on CMOS
with higher performance.
To support a wide range of internet of everything (IoT) devices, increasingly complex antenna need to be developed that
can fit in small form factor systems. Also, security capabilities need to be developed to eliminate hacking or
eavesdropping by unauthorized devices.

3.2. OPTICAL INTERCONNECT KEY TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
Many applications would make use of optical interconnects to increase data rates and reduce energy consumption;
however, significant challenges must be overcome for these to be viable. In the near term, it is critical that the cost of
optical interconnect technologies be reduced and also that the information density be increased, as shown in Table OSC1.
The most immediate need to exploit optical technology for connectivity is to reduce cost for emerging applications. The
known current and potential applications are:
1.
2.

3.

Data transmission for < 5km fiber to the home, <10 meters in data centers, <1 meter in racks, a few centimeters
device to device.
High end microprocessors requiring > 10Tb/s of data IO
Potentially sensors of molecules, biological agents and images
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Reducing the cost of optical technologies for these applications requires design, process development and component
integration to minimize acquiring components and joining/assembling these individual parts. Thus achieving lower cost
requires defining the details of the application needs so that specific processes can be developed and improved.
In the longer term, standard interfaces will need to be developed for a number of high performance optical interconnect
technologies. To eliminate multiple optical-electrical-optical conversions in routing signals, optical information
processing and logic needs to be developed. To increase optical processing density the third dimension needs to be
utilized, as shown in Table OSC1.
The longer term challenge that needs the most research is to enable optical logic and routing functions. As mentioned
earlier, significant time and energy is expended in converting optical signals to electrical signals in a router, decoding
them to set the path and then converted to optical signals that are launched on the new path. If it were possible for optical
logic to decode the routing instructions and change the optical path, this could significantly reduce the latency and
potentially the energy of optical routing in a data center or local area network. Research is needed to identify materials,
structures and devices that could perform logic such as decoding instructions, identifying paths that are available and
switching the optical data stream to a new path.

4. INTRODUCTION
4.1. RF & AMS INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency (RF), high frequency (HF), and analog/mixed-signal (AMS) technologies serve the rapidly growing
communications markets that include many of the physical components for the Internet of Everything (IoE) (e.g.,
http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ac79/innov/IoE.html) and represent essential and critical technologies for the success of
many semiconductor manufacturers. Communications products and emerging products with functionalities enabled by
more-than-Moore (MtM) RF, HF, and AMS technologies are becoming key drivers for volume manufacturing.
Consumer products account for over half of the demand for semiconductors. Fourth generation (4G) cellular phones and
tablets now have a much higher RF and AMS semiconductor content and now are a very large fraction of the mobile
market compared to only 5 % of the market a few years ago. The 4G Apple iPAD for example has more than 19 RF and
AMS front-end components. The consumer portions of the RF and AMS markets are very sensitive to cost. With
different technologies capable of meeting technical requirements, time to market and overall system cost will govern
technology selection.
12

The IoE has four main components that connect physical things; data, processes, and people:
1. The Internet of Things (IoT) is the global network of physical objects accessed through the Internet and incorporates
the infrastructure for the internet-connected world of devices-objects-things. The IoT includes the following ITRS 2.0
application areas: mobile products, big data systems, the Cloud 2.0, biomedical products, transportation components and
subsystems and interconnect.
2. Data that are generated by all of the devices-objects-things in item 1 above.
3. Smart applications for processing in a timely manner the data generated by the IoT to deliver the right information to
the right machine or person at the correct time and thereby for solving problems (societal, economic, environmental, and
the like) for industry and governments.
4 Application software/programming interfaces that connect people in more relevant and valuable ways.
RF and AMS technologies, both wireless and tethered, are the critical enablers for the IoT.
As compared with the scope of the 2013 RF and AMS International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS),
the scope for the 2016 Outside System Connectivity Charter is expanded to include both wireless and tethered
technologies based on:
1. RF Complementary Metal Oxides Semiconductor (CMOS)
2. Group IV Silicon Bipolar and BiCMOS
3. mm-Wave Groups IV and III-V Compound Semiconductors
The requirements for transceiver integrated circuits (ICs) are technology drivers that contribute substantially to the recent
ITRS-defined More-than-Moore (MtM) thrust. This 2016 ITRS RF and AMS Section is divided into the four analogcarrier frequency bands – low frequency (LF) less than 0.4 GHz, radio frequency (RF) 0.4 GHz to 30 GHz, millimeter-
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wave (mm-wave) 30 GHz to 300 GHz, and terahertz (THz) greater than 300 GHz. Figure OSC2 lists a few examples of
applications for each of these bands.

Analog - Carrier Frequency Bands
LF Analog
(0.0 GHz-0.4 GHz)

RF
(0.4 GHz-30 GHz)

Millimeter-Wave
(30 GHz-300 GHz)

THz
(> 300 GHz)

Example Applications for Each Frequency Band
Automotive controls

Cellular

60 GHz point-to-point

On-chip regulators

WLAN

Touchless gesture
control, Imaging,
sensing

Power management

Serializer/
Deserializer

Automotive radar

ADC,DAC

Wireless backhaul

Figure OSC2

Analog and Carrier Frequency Bands and Example Applications considered in
formulating this Roadmap

Strictly speaking, RF covers, as shown in Figure OSC2, the 0.4 GHz to 30 GHz frequency range.
Some portions of the RF and AMS technologies roadmap pertain more to prototype capabilities rather than usual (digital)
CMOS volume production of most of the other ITRS Chapters. Production implies applications and markets, but also,
emerging mm-wave connectivity, especially for the IoT. The IoT-enabled applications listed above are part of the scope
for the RF and AMS ITWG and currently lag technology and processing capabilities for reliable manufacturing similar to
digital CMOS.
Figures of merit (FoMs) for device technologies that relate to those circuit-level FoMs needed to support the performance
requirements of systems drive the RF -AMS roadmap. The FoMs included in the RF and AMS roadmap are those for
low-noise amplifiers (LNA), voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO), and power amplifiers (PA).

4.2. OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS INTRODUCTION
Information processing systems are physically limited by both energy dissipation and communication of information,
especially in dense, high-speed systems. Overall, the majority of energy dissipation in systems is in the interconnection
and communication. Optics offers solutions to both of these problems, enabling lower energy communication and higher
densities, especially for all longer distances beyond the chip itself. The two main advantages of optics are:
1.
2.

Low power loss over distance. Attenuation of single mode optical signals is < 0.3db/Km over hundreds of
Km.
Very high information density. A single mode 0.125 mm diameter optical fiber can transmit information
>100 Exabits/s/mm2. (A bandwidth of ~200Terahertz, spectral efficiency of 10 bits/Hz and a fiber diameter
of 125 microns.)

In addition, in the future, optical technology could offer new possibilities for information processing at low or even
essentially zero power; however, significant research would be needed for materials and devices with optical
amplification and logic functions.
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The components for optical interconnects depend on whether the technology is based on direct modulation of the laser or
indirect modulation as shown in Table OSC2. In telecommunication systems, multiple wavelengths, modulation of
intensity of the light, polarization, and higher order modulation of the light are employed to increase information density
in a fiber. For telecommunication systems, the size of the components, energy consumption and cost are not critical
factors; however, for other applications size and energy consumption are very important. To meet future roadmap
requirements of performance (bandwidth and bit error rate), energy dissipation, and total cost, significant progress must
be made in integrating components, increasing information density, and reducing component energy consumption. As the
data rates increase, more wavelengths and modulation techniques may be employed to support increases in information
density, as shown in Table OSC3.
Table OSC2 Optical Interconnect Building Blocks
Table OSC3 WDM Module Performance

5. APPLICATIONS
The applications for outside system connectivity include mobile smart phones, mobile medical devices, IoT devices,
office and factory local area networks (LAN), data centers, telecommunications, final link of telecommunications
(FTTX), automotive, and aerospace. Each of these applications has different requirements for data rates, data densities,
energy consumption, and other environmental factors. Each of these will be discussed with the requirements for RF and
optical interconnects and potential solutions to the requirements.

5.1. MOBILE SMART PHONES
As smart phones add more functionality, they will need to communicate at higher data rates with the internet, but also
detect signals from GPS, cell towers, health monitors, watches, and other RF sources. Thus, they will need to have
compact antennas that can receive and transmit to multiple ranges of frequencies with multiple protocols. The RF & AMS
components will need to support all of the communication with high energy efficiency for multiple applications
simultaneously.
A critical need for these devices is technology that enables highly secure operation and communication with the internet
and other devices.
Also, with the increasing proliferation of wireless devices, there are significant concerns that interference between
electrical and wireless devices will become a huge problem in the future. Some are proposing development of novel
antenna and other schemes.

5.2. MOBILE MEDICAL DEVICES
Embedded (in patient) medical devices must be highly secure, consume low amounts of energy, and be highly reliable.
They will need to communicate over RF with the internet, or with other devices in the future, such as autonomous
vehicles to identify a medical emergency. On the other hand, they must not allow unauthorized access to the device that
could jeopardize the patient, such as defibrillators activating pulses or withholding or overdosing insulin. These devices
may have secure frequencies for program changes and other frequencies for transmittal of data or emergency assistance
requests. These devices should be able to use capabilities developed for other applications.

5.3. MISCELLANEOUS IOT DEVICES
IoT devices cover a wide range of products that need to communicate with the manufacturer or owner through their life.
The most pervasive communication method will be though RF protocols. These devices would include appliances, tools,
manufacturing equipment, and a wide variety of devices that include electronic control systems. They would connect to
the internet through available network connections such as WiFi, BlueTooth, etc. The need to communicate with the
internet could include identifying a lack of activity by an elderly relative or detecting unexpected intrusions into a home.
Again, security systems at the device level and in the internet are critical to prohibit unwanted monitoring of activity or
malicious activation by hackers or vandals.
Also, with the increasing proliferation of wireless devices, there are significant concerns that interference between
electrical and wireless devices will become a huge problem in the future. Some are proposing development of novel
antenna and other schemes.

5.4. OFFICE AND FACTORY LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
Scope: This includes large offices, hospitals, factories, warehouses, and very large stores.
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Offices and factories will have ever increasing need for bandwidth as more information is being transmitted by the
internet of things and analyzed to improve business performance. Offices will require conventional services including
messaging, and access to data from the “cloud” to analyze customer requirements, product availability, product
performance (IoT) reports, etc. This will require increasing bandwidth over time which will require a combination of
optical and wireless communications technologies, as shown in Figure OSC1. In factories, information will be
communicated between the tools in the manufacturing flow and manufacturing control where performance of individual
tools will be monitored and issues “flagged”. This will require a local area network with connection to individual
manufacturing tools, manufacturing control, technicians and engineers. The network should include a high bandwidth
optical interconnect “back bone” connected to manufacturing control, fixed tools, and engineering analysis stations.
Wireless connection could be used for communication with low data rate manufacturing tools and material handling
systems that are mobile. The configuration of optical and wireless communication technologies will depend on the
requirements of the office, factory, or warehouse. Optical interconnect technologies to be used could include high
bandwidth fiber and/or a free space optical interconnect system (LiFi) with a wide range of wireless technologies
including WiFi, BlueTooth, custom wireless, and new wireless systems.
Medical facilities, such as hospitals, may have some tools or operating room areas that are sensitive to RF and EMI, so
they may limit communication to shielded wire or optical interconnects for connectivity.
Since many technologies may be required to support these applications, only the optical interconnect LAN requirements
will be discussed in detail in this section and others will be discussed in separate sections.

5.4.1. OPTICAL INTERCONNECT LAN
The optical interconnect LAN requirement is projected to increase from current data rates of 40Gb/s-wavelength with
four wavelengths to 2000Gb/s-wavelength with 8 wavelengths as shown in Table OSC4. Over this time, the power
dissipation/Gbs will need to decrease by over a factor of four. To achieve these high data rates for each wavelength new
technologies are required to compress more information in a single wavelength.
The biggest challenges for fiber optical LAN are to 1) increase data rates while reducing energy/bit and 2) reduce latency
due to optical-electrical-optical conversion, as shown in Table OSC4.
Table OSC4 Office & Factory LAN Requirements and Potential Solutions
Potential technology options include higher performance lasers that operate at lower power or highly efficient modulators
that enable encoding more information in a single wavelength. Furthermore, photodetectors and their amplifiers would
need to operate at higher speed with lower energy per bit. Technology options to achieve higher data rates at lower power
will be discussed in Section 7.
A second option for an optical interconnect LAN is “free space” optical interconnects (LiFi) which could operate using
high data rate modulated LEDs1 or lasers that are directionally controlled with mirrors or other means2. Several options
exist for this technology which could use existing components, as shown in Table OSC3; however, the data rates may be
significantly below those in fiber. One advantage of an LED system is that it could easily communicate with machines
that are moved frequently1.

5.4.2. WIRELESS LAN
Wireless will be used to communicate with computers, smart phones, smart appliances, tools, power management
systems, and other IoT products, etc. Security will become an even more important issue to keep unwanted monitoring or
malicious interference from outside wireless devices as more devices are monitored and controlled over the network.

5.5. DATA CENTERS
The 21st Century is clearly characterized by the explosion of requests for computing, storage and communication. This
has been mainly driven by the worldwide spreading of fixed and mobile systems’ capabilities which have brought any
kind of information, such as voice, data and video, available to anybody, anywhere and anytime.
Data Center infrastructure has become one of the faster growing areas for IT networking. Annual global data center IP
traffic will reach 8.6 zettabytes (715 exabytes [EB] per month) by the end of 2018, up from 3.1 zettabytes (ZB) per year
(255 EB per month) in 2013. Global data center IP traffic will nearly triple (2.8-fold) over the next 5 years. Overall, data
center IP traffic will grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 23 percent from 2013 to 20183. A key
requirement for Data Centers is the need for low cost, high performance, high density, and low power networking
connections. In this environment, a dramatic ‘bottleneck’ is the difficulty in moving massive amounts of digital
information, at each scale of dimensions: from worldwide links to chip-to-chip and even intra-chip interconnections.
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While photonics may be already found at the heart of today’s communication network providing high performance to
trunk, metro and access systems, at shorter distances, the challenges implied by signals’ speeds, power consumption,
miniaturization and, on the whole, overall costs, are still partially addressed and relatively few, limited solutions are today
available on the market. It is therefore foreseeable in the next 10-15 years that a huge evolution of optical interconnection
systems and, consequently of opto-electronic devices, able to cope with Data Center requirements, will emerge.
For the sake of simplicity, we can separate the Data Center application areas into two categories: Outside of Rack and
Inside of Rack.

5.5.1. OUTSIDE OF RACK
At this level, the issue of interconnecting the enormous number of server and storage equipment inside Mega Data
Centers, for instance those built for Cloud Computing applications, is addressed. From the networking architectural
perspective, a noticeable the transition is underway from a rigid infrastructure interconnecting several levels of switches
and routers with different capacity to a much flatter and more flexible mesh, the so called “spine-leaf” architecture which
is able to directly link each rack to any other, in relatively large portions of the Data Center. This provides a considerable
reduction in the latency of the overall system, providing much more effective services to the users.
In this scheme, for the rack-to-rack communication, different requirements may be drawn for at least 3 different
transmission distances, indicatively: 10 meters, 500 meters and few (1 or 2) kilometers. The differentiation arises from the
necessity to optimize the dimensions, the power consumption and the performance of different kind of transceivers, the so
called optical modules.
Many module form-factors are currently adopted, for instance those belonging to CFP and QSFP families, which have
become industrial standards. Such pluggable solutions provide the highest level of flexibility, in terms of quick upgrading
of the optical ports’ speed and easiness of interconnection to the optical infrastructure, through pluggable passive optical
connectors. The choice of Single Mode Fiber has already been well accepted everywhere.
For the shortest range of distances, i.e. few tens of meters, an alternative solution can be the AOC (Active Optical Cable);
in this case the E/O and O/E conversions are implemented inside the ‘connector’ of a fully terminated cable. These active
connectors have the same form factor as many of the optical module connectors, e.g. CFP or QSFP, as shown in Figure
OSC3. The user can therefore adopt this cabling system as a straightforward replacement of copper cables, but at much
higher capacity and higher performance in terms of the signal integrity while reducing the size and power of the cabling.
Finally, the necessity to interconnect the Data Centers to the rest of the world calls for a different kind of transceiver
modules, transmitting/receiving at much longer distance ranges (10’s and 100’ of kilometers). But these can be
considered belonging to the Telecommunication segment.
For longer distance communication with optical modules, the data rates per lane (single wavelength) must increase as
shown in Table OSC5. As data rate requirements increase and lower power is required with AOC [Table OSC5], the
components must still fit into a very small form factor which will become increasingly difficult.

Figure OSC3. a. Active optical cable (AOC) and b. AOC connected to the back of a server rack in a data
center.
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Table OSC5 Data Center Outside of Rack Requirements and Potential Solutions
5.1.1.1. THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES FOR FIBER OPTICAL OUTSIDE OF RACK COMMUNICATION
The challenges are very similar for all the different kinds of optical transceivers listed above: in the first instance,
dimensions of optical modules and power consumption, in terms of energy/bit reduction, are of paramount importance to
provide an ever increasing throughput capacity at the front panels of racks/boards. Then, the performance, in terms of
ever increasing bit rates and quality of signals, in terms of very low BER (Bit Error rate), are necessary to guarantee a
fully reliable interconnecting mesh. Last, but not least, the low cost, in terms of $/bit, is fundamental to make affordable
and convenient to use photonics in this application area.
5.5.1.2. POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS:
Near term solutions include increasing data density in optical cables. The straightforward approach is actually based on
the exploitation of a very large number of optical links, using SDM (Space Division Multiplexing). This would call for
the fabrication of multiple opto-electronic transmitters and receivers, for instance in ‘array’ form.
In a medium timeframe (i.e. < 10 yrs.) WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) will be necessary, with the ability to
squeeze as many wavelengths as possible in the optical transmission bandwidth, as shown in Figure OSC4.
Moreover, HOM (High Order Modulation) techniques can be adopted to increase the spectral efficiency, providing very
high speed transmission per lane (fiber or wavelength).
In the longer time frame (i.e. > 10 yrs.), if devices are developed that enable optically based switching and routing this
could enable new types of architectures for communications within data centers, true optical routed networks, without
intermediate optical-electrical-optical conversions, will be available.
At the basis of this evolutionary path will be, obviously, the availability of 2D and 3D opto-electronic devices. At the
technological level the two key enabling building blocks will be the ‘traditional’ III-V compound based devices and the
new Silicon Photonics based devices, recently appearing at industrial fabrication level, as shown in Figure OSC4.

Figure OSC4. Potential integration of advanced optical interconnect technologies over time. Presented by
Intel at 2013 Intel Developers Forum.

5.5.2. INSIDE OF RACK
Clearly, the enormous data rate throughput running across the Data Center, as described in the previous paragraph, is
generated inside each piece of equipment in the Data Center itself. Copper is already showing big limits in terms of
attenuation and available bandwidth and it becomes increasingly difficult to communicate at high data rates on PCB’s
(Printed Circuit Boards) unless unsustainable power consumption levels are used. Optical interconnects will displace
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copper interconnects over time. The optical interconnects will probably be used first for the backplane, then cards, and
eventually the chip/package I/O, as illustrated in Figure OSC5.
At each stage of this transition, the opto-electronic components will need to be integrated into smaller form factor
packages. Pure electronics and hybrid opto-electronic integration appear to be ineffective when a drastic level of
miniaturization has to be realized, when performance at tens of Gb/s is to be met, and whenever the costs of
implementation of pure optical devices, based on expensive materials, are to be drastically cut.
New efforts for advanced opto-electronic integration will be required to implement the so-called ‘embedded modules’.
These type of optical transceiver modules will be fabricated in ultra-small dimensions, so that it will be possible to mount
them very near (i.e.: < 1 cm) the big digital ASIC hosts. This arrangement will optimize throughput and will eliminate the
power consumption implied by high speed copper interconnections.

Figure OSC5. The evolution of optical interconnects to shorter distances depends on cost, data density, and
added latency of the electrical-optical-electrical conversions.
5.5.2.1. THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES FOR OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS INSIDE OF RACK
The challenges are achieving the increased levels of miniaturization and energy dissipation/bit for the opto-electronics;
moreover, the cost/bit will have to be comparable to that of copper based devices and systems for a widespread adoption,
as shown in Table OSC6. From the pure optical point of view, the coupling of optical signal with fibers and waveguides
will become crucial for the good operation, at the required industrial reliability.
Table OSC6 Data Center Inside of Rack Requirements and Potential Solutions

5.5.2.2. POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
Near term solutions will adopt ‘embedded-modules’ with optical fiber pig-tails. According to the availability of optical
PCB boards this kind of ultra-compact transceivers will evolve with the capability to avoid interfacing with optical fibers
while interfacing directly with ‘optical’ PCB embedding waveguides that will substitute for copper traces. In even longer
timeframes, the final goal will consist of embedding optical I/O’s in the digital ASIC’s: optics will definitively support all
communication among VLSI devices.
For sub-meter distances optical interconnection will be a real must. In this perspective, Silicon photonics technology
looks very promising for its peculiar characteristic of bringing optical and electronic functions together inside ‘traditional’
silicon technology. Proper yield and quality is available using the very well established large scale semiconductor
manufacturing infrastructure and tools chain. In the near future a commoditized use of the silicon photonics technology,
as presently happens for traditional VLSI market will be available on the market.
At the same time the full range of optical devices will evolve: long term novel laser structures, electro-optical modulators
or novel Mach-Zehnder, or plasmonic Mach-Zehnder, modulators and detectors are needed, as shown in Table OSC6
potential solutions. For lasers, it is important to reduce energy dissipation, increase optical power output and increase
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operating frequency for direct modulation. For modulators, it is critical to increase on/off ratio, to reduce size, to have
high operating frequency, energy dissipation and optical loss.
Free space optical interconnects have been proposed for communications between cards on the backplane4

5.6. TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Telecommunications will continue to support increasing data volumes both to Data Centers, Offices, and FTTX to
support home users. To support this increased volume of data, the data rate per wavelength will need to increase from the
current 200Gb/sec-wavelength to 1000Gb/s.-wavelength in 2029. The maximum data rate per fiber will increase from
50Tb/s to 250Tb/s in 2023 as shown in Table OSC7, which requires over 100 wavelengths per fiber and modulation of
polarization and higher order modulation. The telecommunication industry is leading the development of these
technologies.
Table OSC7 Telecommunications Optical Interconnect Requirements

5.7. SMALL BUSINESS OR HOME
Scope: Small business offices, small stores, small medical offices, and homes

5.7.1. FTTX
FTTX uses fiber to “feed” copper to provide the last 1-2 km of the data and tele-communication connections to the end
user. As data rates have increased, providers have extended fiber closer to the end user to overcome limitations of copper
interconnects. While the downlink data rate is only expected to increase from the current 10GB/s-wavelength to 25GB/swavelength, the maximum number of wavelengths per fiber is expected to increase from 3 to 32, as shown in Table
OSC8. As the fiber is extended closer to the user, multiple wavelengths in the fiber will need to be separated by a
deMUX in contact with the fiber. Furthermore, the signals launched from the user will need to be duplexed with other
wavelengths in the fiber returning data to the communication switching center.
Table OSC8 Fiber to X (FTTX) Requirements and Potential Solutions

Figure OSC6. Potential path for FTTX extending further from the Telecom Office to businesses and homes.
This requires wavelength division multiplexing(WDM) and demultiplexing closer to the point of service
delivery. Electrical wires may be used to deliver the last length of connection to some customers.
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The biggest challenges for the FTTX optical interconnects are to develop cost effective compact MUX and deMUX
capabilities that can split compactly separate wavelengths and merge wavelengths from users to the switching office.
Potential solutions include developing compact Mach Zehnder MUX and DeMUX capabilities based on plasmonic
technology or other compact technologies. It is assumed that other improvements in lasers, detectors and modulators to
support Data Centers and Office LANs can be adopted to support FTTX. Compact integration technologies to support
integrating modulators in AOC can be adapted to support FTTX applications.

5.7.2. WIRELESS
In these environments, data and communication may be delivered to the office or home with wire, optical fiber, or
wireless, but wireless will most likely be used to connect to computers, smart phones, smart appliances, tools, business
terminals, power management, environmental monitor and control systems, and IoT products. This includes applications
such as exercise and health monitors and passive activity monitors for elderly citizens. With increasing numbers of
devices communicating to and through these networks, the routers will need to communicate with a range of protocols
and have ever increasing bandwidth. Security will become an even more important issue to keep unwanted monitoring or
malicious interference from outside wireless devices as more devices are monitored and controlled over the network.

5.8. AUTOMOTIVE
Scope: Automobiles, trucks, freight trucks, heavy equipment, and farm equipment
Auto vehicles will use wireless systems to communicate with networks, determine position and detect proximity to
objects and vehicles. This could include RF, microwave, “radar”, optical range detection, and video. Communication of
information from sensors and guidance detectors will require significant amounts of data to be transmitted and analyzed
which will require use of high bandwidth optical or wired connections, as shown in Figure OSC7.

Figure OSC7. Automobiles have multiple networks to measure performance, detect obstacles, control
operation, deliver entertainment to the passengers, and provide communication to the “Cloud”. As networks
expand, there will be a move to reduce the use of copper and increase the use of low weight optical fiber
interconnects with increased data rates and information density.
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5.8.1. WIRELESS
As auto vehicles strive to become more autonomous, more wireless capabilities will be employed to communicate with
traffic networks, detect and monitor vehicles, pedestrians, animals, bicycles, obstructions, highway construction, and
weather related hazards, etc. This would include GPS and radar like detectors to monitor proximity, trajectory and speed
of vehicles, pedestrians, animals, etc. Also, this information would be coupled with video and image recognition to
determine expected actions of the objects. For the radar like devices, different frequencies may be used to determine the
density of objects. As auto vehicles become more autonomous, the demand for high speed communication, data, and
entertainment media will increase. Within the vehicle, a WiFi like network will be used to communicate with portable
devices including computers, phones, watches and possibly health monitors.

5.8.2. OPTICAL NETWORKS
With automobiles having more electronics and sensors for more autonomous driving vehicles, there is a need for high
data rate low weight communication networks. As a result, automobiles are using plastic optical fiber communication to
reduce weight and increase data rates. Over time, the data volumes are expected to increase as more sensors including
cameras, radar, environmental sensors, and engine performance sensors are added to identify obstacles and improve
automobile performance and comfort. To support this, data rates in fibers will increase from 20Gb/s to 40Gb/s in 2019, as
shown in Table OSC9. It is assumed that current and developing technologies will be able to support these data rates in
the required timeframe.
Table OSC9 Automotive Optical Interconnect Requirements
Free space optical may be used to provide information on proximity to other vehicles through lighting system modulation.
The biggest challenges will be to meet the environmental requirements for different applications which will require robust
packages to manage shock and vibration, temperature extremes, etc. In addition, the fiber optic networks will need to
meet significant cost challenges, which will require increasing levels of integration at the package and then device level.
These increasing levels of integration can be supported by technologies developed to support Office LAN and Data
Centers.

5.9. AEROSPACE
Fiber optics and wireless communication are being used in aircraft applications to reduce weight and increase bandwidth
for a range of applications. Applications include entertainment, in flight networking, display systems and RF over fiber
communication. In-flight entertainment can be transmitted over fiber to a “box” near the seats. For in-flight networking,
data can be transmitted over fiber or free space optical to WiFi stations or seat consoles that communicate with customer
portable or mobile devices. Furthermore, data from sensors and potentially control systems can be communicated over
fiber optics to the pilots. Fiber optics communication has several advantages over conventional copper wires including
lower weight, electromagnetic interference immunity and smaller size.
High flying drone like aircraft are also being developed to provide internet access with RF over large areas while the
circling over an area needing access.
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Figure OSC8. Optical interconnects can provide interconnects for internet connectivity and multi-media
entertainment distribution and in the future flight deck with computing resources, switches and actuators, and
sensors in the aircraft.
Free space optical interconnects are being proposed to provide communication, internet access, and entertainment to
passengers in aircraft to reduce cost and avoid installing fiber in barriers5,6. Free space optical interconnects are also
proposed to support internal avionics communication7because the signals are secure from outside detection. These
interconnects could use white LEDs, lasers, etc. and are immune from EMI, are low weight, low cost, and low power.
Currently, fiber optic communication is available in aircraft to operate at 10Gb/s in multi-mode or single mode and with
wavelengths of 850nm, 1310nm, and 1550nm, Table OSC10. Fiber optic devices in aircraft must be able to operate in
harsh environments with thermal shock, mechanical shock, extreme temperatures (-40 to 125C) and devices must be
protected from lightning strikes. It is anticipated that more applications will emerge related to increased use in control
systems.
Table OSC10. Aerospace Optical Interconnect Requirements (Preliminary)
Fiber optic systems are also being investigated for use as sensors of stress and cracks in aircraft structural components
including wings, the fuselage, and in turbine blades. Currently, these sensors have a local electro-optic measurement
module, but wider use of optical networking in future aircraft could enable longer distance monitors of the strain
monitors.
The biggest challenges will be meeting environmental requirements (shock & vibration, temperature extremes, thermal
shock, etc.) for fiber optic transducers placed in environmentally exposed locations. This will require development of
robust packaging technologies and components. Optical components for transmitters and receivers currently under
development for other applications should be able to meet performance requirements.
It is also proposed that high flying drone like aircraft may be used to provide internet communication with wireless
technology, as is shown in Figure OSC9.
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Figure OSC9. An example of a wireless flying network hub that would provide internet connectivity to
metropolitan or rural areas. An aircraft would “orbit” or “hover” over a specific location out of commercial
flight paths and provide services to businesses and consumers.
We are seeking additional input from the aerospace industry on future requirements.

6. RF & Analog and Mixed Signal (AMS) Technology
6.1. INTRODUCTION
The RF & AMS introduction is in section 4.1.

6.2. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
6.2.1 RF CMOS
The 2015 roadmap technology plots reflect the RF and analog performance metrics needed to support the technology
roadmap developed by the ITRS Process Integration, Devices, and Structures (PIDS) Working Group in 2015. The RFAMS performance metrics for CMOS devices have been restricted to fT (Fig. OSC10) and gm (Fig. OSC11) and have
been calibrated on recent measured data in the 28nm, 22nm and 16nm nodes. The 2015 roadmap gives, for the first time,
the above performance FoMs for n-channel FDSOI and double-gate FinFET high-performance devices obtained from
technology for computer assisted design (TCAD)-based process and device modeling methods. These include
hydrodynamic and thin silicon mobility physics, as well as the estimated resistive and capacitive device parasitics up to
the first metal layer, relevant to high-frequency analog circuit design. Compared to previous editions of the ITRS, the new
fT data provide a more realistic view of the projected high frequency performance of future MOSFET devices down to
physical gate lengths of 7nm. They indicate the degradation in fT and gm at gate lengths below 10 nm as a result of
mobility degradation caused by surface scattering at the gate oxide interface and due to the ever thinner silicon body. As
can be observed, the double gate of the FinFET results in higher transconductance but also higher capacitive parasitics
compared to the single-gate FDSOI MOSFETs. Other MOSFET high frequency figures of merit, such as fMAX and NFMIN
which are strongly dependent on designer layout preference and parasitics in the upper metal layers of the back-end, have
been removed from the CMOS section of the OSC tables. To associate the evolution of fT and gm with the technology
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nodes and years of introduction, please follow the PIDS tables which chart physical gate length vs. technology node and
year of introduction.

Figure OSC10. CMOS Roadmap for peak fT vs. physical gate length for FDSOI and double-gate (FinFET)
MOSFETs based on technology CAD and PIDS data

Figure OSC11. CMOS Roadmap for transconductance per unit gate width, gm, vs. physical gate length for
FDSOI and double-gate (FinFET) MOSFETs based on technology CAD and PIDS data.

6.2.2. GROUP IV BIPOLAR
The roadmap for SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) and associated benchmark circuits at mm-wave
frequencies has been based since 2013 on a seamless set of TCAD device simulation tools in order to obtain consistent
compact model parameters for the complete transistor structure used in the respective circuit simulations. All known
transport, structural parasitic and temperature effects have been included in the results. Furthermore, the TCAD tools and
those parameters that cannot be obtained by TCAD have been calibrated on existing prototyping process technologies.
The data (including the minimum emitter width WE, and all electrical performance parameters such as fT, BVCEO, BVCBO,
JC at peak fT, NFMIN, MAG etc.) in the 2015 Technology Requirements Tables for high-speed NPN transistors have been
shifted by one-year, as shown in table OSC11 . Performance plateaus have been assumed to last 4 years and are linked to
applications and the foregoing system drivers. It has been assumed that at least two foundries offer the technology of the
respective node for product prototyping are presented. The benchmark circuits for LNA, PA, VCO, and current-modelogic-based (CML) ring-oscillator (RO) have been manually optimized for each technology node and a variety of
commercially relevant frequencies.
Table OSC11 RF and Analog Mixed-Signal Bipolar Technology Requirements
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Figure OSC12. High Speed SiGe HBT fT and Fmax Roadmap vs. Year of Production

Figure OSC13. High Speed SiGe HBT Maximum Gain Roadmap vs. Year of Production
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Figure OSC 14. HBT minimum noise figure with ideal reactive components vs. year of production

6.2.3. GROUP III-V COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS CONSISTING OF ELEMENTS FROM
GROUPS III AND V [BOTH BIPOLAR AND FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS (FET)]
We have assumed “production” implies that at least one company offers products with “data sheets” or that the
technology is available for custom designs from one or more companies as a foundry service. The productions dates for
all technologies have been shifted by one year later. The ‘pull’ for these technologies partly drives this shift. The III-V
roadmap truncates at the following expected ends of scaling: GaAs pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistor
(PHEMT) in 2015, GaAs power metamorphic high electron mobility transistor (MHEMT) in 2020, and InP power high
electron mobility transistor (HEMT) in 2016. However, we expect that low noise GaAs MHEMT and InP HEMT, InP
HBT, and GaN HEMT will continue with physical scaling. The 2012 Update, as in the past, has only D-mode field effect
transistor (FETs). E-mode devices are in the 2013 and 2014 updated roadmaps. The FoMs depend on technology and
will include: fT, fMAX, gm, and VBD ; power, gain, and efficiency at 10, 24, 60, 94, 140, and 220 GHz; NFMIN and GA at 10,
24, 60, and 94 GHz ; LNA NF and GA at 140 and 220 GHz, as shown in table OSC12 and figures OSC15-OSC18. As
mentioned previously, RF and AMS front-end components are a growing part of the semiconductor industry. However,
this has divided the III-V technology landscape into two groups, one dominated by the large volume consumer market and
the other dominated by low volume specialty markets. Within the III-V technology landscape, the large volume
consumer driven market is best represented by GaAs HBT power amplifiers for cellular communications. Here the
dominant driving force has become cost, and there is only a marginal device performance improvement from year to year.
The low volume specialty markets to which InP HEMT, InP HBT, and GaN HEMT presently belong also suffer from the
slow pace of innovation, or more importantly, a slow transition to mass production due to low product volumes. Many of
these technologies are driven by non-commercial needs and experience sudden leaps in performance only when
government funding becomes available. For these reasons, the value of the III-V roadmap has been called into question.
This sub-group seeks greater industry participation and immediate input concerning the III-V technology roadmap and
priorities.
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Figure OSC15. III-V Roadmap for fT

Figure OSC16. III-V Roadmap for fMAX
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Figure OSC17. III-V Roadmap for Associated Gain

Figure OSC18. III-V Minimum noise figure roadmap
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Table OSC12 Group III-V Compound Semiconductor FET and Bipolar Transistors Technology Requirements

6.3. RF & AMS DIFFICULT CHALLENGES
Table OSC13: Difficult Challenges
RF and Analog/Mixed-Signal
(RF and AMS) Technologies

Summary of Issues

Difficult Challenges

CMOS Technologies

Group IV Bipolar
Technologies

III-V Compound
Semiconductor
Technologies

Many of the materials-oriented and structural changes being invoked in the digital
roadmap degrade or alter RF and analog device behavior. Complex tradeoffs in
optimization for RF, HF, and AMS performance occur as different mechanisms emerge
as limiting factors. Examples include series resistances at gate, source and drain, that
greatly affect parasitic impedances and the impact of such local interconnect parasitics
on fMAX . Fundamental changes of device structures, e.g., multiple-gates and silicon-oninsulator (SOI), to sustain continued digital performance and density improvements
greatly alter RF and AMS characteristics. Such differences, along with the steady
reduction in supply voltages, pose significant circuit design challenges and may drive
the need to make dramatic changes to existing design libraries.
Even though it is a challenge for the HS-NPN to increase the unity current gain cut-off
frequency fT by more aggressive vertical profiles, it is less of a challenge to achieve
fMAX  fT,. What is unclear today is, how large the ratio fMAX/fT needs to be for future
circuit applications. That is, the challenge is to determine what this ratio should be by
using the "plateau" technologies" for the next roadmap and appropriate benchmark
circuits. Since lateral scaling requirements for HBTs are significantly relaxed compared
with those for MOSFETs, vertical profile fabrication under the constraints of overall
process integration appears to be the bigger challenge. The reduction of imperfections
and the increase of current carrying capability of the emitter and collector contact
metallization are further challenges that need to be met by process engineers on the way
to achieving the physical limits of this and any other technology.
The unique challenges are yield (manufacturability), substrate size, thermal
management, integration density, dielectric loading, and reliability under high fields.
Challenges common with Si-based circuits include improving efficiency and
linearity/dynamic range, particularly for power amplifiers. A major challenge is
increasing the functionality of power amplifiers in terms of operating frequency and
modulation schemes while simultaneously meeting increasingly stringent linearity
requirements at the same or lower cost.

6.3.1. RF & AMS INFRASTRUCTURE CHALLENGES
RF and AMS technologies have critical roles to play in their contributions to the 2015 roadmap being developed by the
ITRS 2.0 Focus Team on Outside System Connectivity (OSC). One key role for the RF and AMS community is enabling
energy efficient and interoperable capabilities through standards for the Internet of Things, the first component for the
Internet of Everything - both tethered and untethered - and the next generation of the Cloud (Cloud 2.0). Many of the
promoters of the IoT and Cloud 2.0 tend to concentrate more on the software/design/architecture side at the expense of
the hardware/components side. The recent IEEE–SA / MIG Press Release8 gives a few societal applications of the
IoT/IoE and the role of RF and AMS devices, components, and systems in providing the basic building blocks.
Accelerating the successful commercialization of the basic building blocks for the IoT/IoE depends in part on developing
technology roadmap on the following potential showstoppers:
1. Measurements and standards to access the radio frequency interference (RFI) and electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) figures of merit (performance attributes) of more energy efficient LNAs, VCOs, PAs, ADC, DACs, SerDes
Converters (ADC), switching power supplies, and the like. Energy efficient switching power supplies, such as those
based on GaN and SiC, and LEDs for photonic communications tend to be very EM and RF noisy for the precision analog
circuits that are critical for the success of the IoT, especially, for MEMS-based sensors and actuators. RFI is a serious
concern and in fact an increasing one because more sensitive electronics are used now and the RF environments in which
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they have to work have become extremely harsh. MEMS, RF and Analog/Mixed-Signal (AMS) components, and power
electronics are becoming very synergistic. Two of many examples are vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to pedestrian
with smartphone (V2PS) WiFi communications for collision avoidance and for traffic/pedestrian control. The success of
the IoT and future Cloud generations (e.g., Cloud 2.0) depends on how well MEMS, RF and AMS components, and
power electronics work together.
2. Establish an international RF and Analog/Mixed-Signal Industry Group (RFIG) (a trade association) in collaboration
with a standards development organization (SDO) such as the IEEE-Standards Association (SA) to establish priorities for
standards and associated measurements to address the challenges in item 1 above.
3. Metrics for assessing the reliability and durability of the communications components/hardware used in item 1 above,
especially MEMS sensors and RF MEMS components for healthcare and medical applications. The International
Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (iNEMI) has two projects on the reliability of implanted medical electronics and
portable electronics. Both iNEMI projects have completed surveys and webinars. The surveys provide guidance on how
OSC could respond9-11.
4. Use of vehicle-based communications nodes during emergencies. As a result of the tsunami in Japan, many Japanese
car manufacturers are collaborating with the Japanese government to use cars and other vehicles as communication nodes
during times of emergency - much short-term energy (batteries and fuel) is available in vehicles to power emergency
communications networks and temporarily replace the mainstream IoT infrastructure. Members of the ITRS Focus Team
on Outside System Connectivity (OSC) will take a lead in developing appropriate technology roadmaps for the hardware
components used in emergency IoT networks.

6.4. POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
6.4.1. CMOS POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
Potential solutions for CMOS performance difficult challenges are covered in the More Moore Chapter.

6.4.2. GROUP IV BIPOLAR/BICMOS POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
For the group IV bipolar devices, a number of potential solutions are under evaluation including improving process steps
and new device architectures as shown in figure OSC19.
First Year of IC Production

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

Process steps:
- Si/SiGe:C CVD & related metrology
- N+ doped emitter CVD
- Annealing techniques
- Low resistance contacts

Architectures:
- Conventional architectures
st

- Advanced architectures (1 generation)
nd

- Advanced architectures (2

generation)

This legend indicates the time during which research, development, and qualification/pre-production should be taking place for the solution.
Research Required
Development Underway
Qualification / Pre-Production
Continuous Improvement

Figure OSC19. High-Speed SiGe BiCMOS Potential Solutions
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6.4.3. GROUP III-V COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS CONSISTING OF ELEMENTS FROM
GROUPS III AND V [BOTH BIPOLAR AND FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS (FET)]
For Group III-V devices, potential solutions under evaluation include improved thermal management, new epitaxy and
substrates, device scaling technologies, heterogeneous integration on silicon, high throughput e-beam lithography, and
multilevel interconnects, as shown in figure OSC20. More detailed descriptions of these can be found in the 2013 ITRS
RF & AMS Chapter, although details are outdated.
First Year of IC Production Manufacturing/Technology Readiness
III-V Semiconductors
Thermal Management

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Enhancement mode devices
Epitaxy and Substrates
GaN on Silicon
GaN on Diamond
Larger diameter substrates
200 mm GaAs
150mm InP
150mm SiC
100mm GaN
Lower defect density SiC substrates
Device Scaling (both FET and HBT)
Ohmic Contact Resistance Reduction
Junction Control (Dimension, Epitaxy,
Heterogeneous Integration of III-Vs on
Silicon
High throughput sub-100 nm eBeam
Multi-level interconnect/high level
Uniformity, Reproducibility and Yield
This legend indicates the time during which research, development, and qualification/pre-production should be taking place for the solution.
Research Required
Development Underway
Qualification / Pre-Production
Continuous Improvement

Figure OSC20. Group III-V Compound Semiconductors Potential Solutions

6.5. SECURITY
As was highlighted in the applications section, developing secure wireless communication systems is critical to eliminate
eavesdropping and hacking of the wireless communication. Currently, most solutions employ encryption and software
based solutions; however, these are not adequate by themselves. Research is currently underway to identify viable
physical layer of security that could work in conjunction with encryption and software. It has been proposed that multiple
antennas be employed using interference alignment12, multiple antenna relaying technologies with multiple-inputmultiple-output (MIMO)13. A different approach uses zero forcing beam forming to enable secure WiFi14 by using one
beam to communicate while a second beam is actively “blinding” potential eavesdroppers. These approaches employ
multiple antennas to communicate, but there may be efforts to employ smart antennas to perform the same functions.
Other proposals include networks that route information through multiple wireless paths and break the information into
smaller segments15. Some of these models may be viable for high value applications such as automobiles, but mobile
phones and sensor networks may require less costly solutions. Thus, different models may be employed for different
applications.
For sensor networks, different approaches are evaluating different routing schemes to confuse potential eavesdroppers.
One approach uses a pairwise key predistribution scheme to change the routing of data in a seemingly random patterns16.
Other schemes may emerge, so the sensor control circuits and antennas need to be able to accommodate these schemes for
sensitive information and controls.
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7. OPTICAL INTERCONNECT TECHNOLOGY
7.1. DIFFICULT CHALLENGES
Optical interconnect challenges are identified in Table OSC1 and described in detail in section 3.2.

7.2. POTENTIAL NEAR TERM SOLUTIONS
7.2.1 INTEGRATING TRANSMITTER COMPONENTS (DIRECT MODULATION)
Integrating signal conditioning, laser-driver and laser into a single package, Tables OSC4, OSC5 and OSC6. This can first
be done by integrating individual components onto a 2D package, and later using 3D packaging stack the laser onto the
signal conditioner with the laser driver. In the future, the signal conditioner and laser driver could be monolithically
integrated.
For devices with modulation, the modulator could be integrated in the same package with the signal conditioner, driver,
and laser. The laser would need to be aligned with waveguides for the modulator and the modulator output to a fiber
compatible coupling.
Integrating Transmitter Components (External or Secondary)
The first level of integration would be to integrate lasers, MUX, modulators and couplers into a package. Critical issues
are to reduce the size of the MUX and modulators, increase modulator operating frequency and reduce energy dissipation.
At the second level of integration, the MUX and modulators would be integrated onto one substrate (i.e. silicon, etc.) and
then integrated into the package.

7.2.1.1. INTEGRATING RECEIVER COMPONENTS
The first level of integration would be integrating the photodetector, amplifier and signal conditioner on a planar package.
At the second level, 3D packaging would be employed to integrate the photodetector on the amplifier and signal
conditioner into a smaller package. At the third level, the amplifier and signal conditioner could be integrated onto a
single piece of silicon and then packaged with the detector on top.

7.2.1.2. INTEGRATED TRANSMITTER/ RECEIVER (SILICON PHOTONICS)
At the first level, optical modulator and photodetector are integrated on Silicon, while using 3D micro-pillar assembly to
connect the modulator driver and detector amplifier to the photonic chip. The laser is also package and attached17 on the
photonic-chip. At the second level, the signal conditioner for the modulator and detector would be integrated onto one
piece of silicon photonics together with the laser, and the modulator driver and detector amplifier. At the third level, the
laser will be integrated monolithically on the silicon interposer chip.

7.2.1.3. MONOLITHICALLY INTEGRATED LASER
Monolithic integration of the laser source into the silicon photonics chip is one of the main technological challenges to be
addressed at the industrial level. Indeed, Si is a poor light emitter, which makes the use of direct band gap material for
building the light source mandatory. III-V compounds are the most commonly used materials for fabricating infrared light
sources. Unfortunately, their strong lattice and thermal expansion coefficient mismatch with Si makes their direct growth
on SOI wafer incompatible with an industrial process. Nevertheless, the recent development SiO2-SiO2 direct bonding
made possible die to wafer III-V on silicon heterogeneous integration. The approach used to build integrated laser consist
in using the silicon wafer to fabricate the laser cavity18, 19 and to bond on its top an InGaAsP-based layer as the optical
gain medium. An optimized co-design of both Si and III-V layer, based on the coupled mode theory, allows maximizing
the optical coupling between the silicon cavity and the InGaAsP gain layers and obtaining low threshold electrically
pumped infrared lasers.

7.2.2. INDIRECT MODULATION
For optical interconnects to meet future requirements, all supporting devices must operate with higher performance, lower
energy consumption, higher optical efficiency, and have lower cost. Electro-optic modulators (EOM) can modulate the
amplitude, phase, frequency, or polarization of the light; however, these devices must become more compact, operate
with lower power consumption.
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Several physical mechanisms can be used in order to generate a modulation of amplitude on the optical signal. The first
possibility is to use an Electro-Absorption effect allowing the modification of the imaginary part of the optical index, and
therefore a direct modification of the signal amplitude. The second possibility is to rely on Electro-Refraction effect,
allowing the modification of the real part of the optical index, and thus leading to phase modulation. In conjunction with a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, this will create the modulation of the signal amplitude.

7.2.2.1. HIGHER DENSITY LOWER POWER MODULATORS
7.2.2.1.1 MACH ZEHNDER
Mach Zehnders are interferometers that electrically modulate the dielectric constant of material in one path. Since the
refractive index of most electroactive materials can only be changed a small amount, their length is on the order of ~5mm.
This results in a significant capacitance which limits the operating frequency and makes reducing energy dissipation
difficult.
The only way to reduce the active optical path is to identify new materials that have a higher electro-optic coefficient or
new device structures that enable a higher effective electro-optic coefficient. Potential materials include: polled electrooptic polymers20, polymer-inorganic hybrids21,22, and co-polymers23. Polled electro-optic polymers have r33 coefficients
as high as 500pm/V with projections as high as 1000pm/V20. A 1mm long hybrid organic-silicon Mach Zehnder
modulator operated at femto-Joule energy consumption with data rates of 40Gb/s and an electro-optic coefficient of
~180pm/V21.
To reduce the physical size of the inactive regions, emerging technologies including aperiodic nanophotonic structures
and plasmonic routing structures should be investigated.
7.2.2.1.2. RING MODULATORS
Ring modulators have been demonstrated to effectively modulate the intensity of light with a small (~12µm) ring
waveguide, with electrically modulated carrier density with a PIN diode structure, located in close proximity to a
waveguide24. These modulators are dramatically smaller than Mach-Zehnder modulators and are very energy efficient.
Cascading ring modulators that are each tuned to different wavelengths has demonstrated wavelength division modulation
multiplexing (WDM) in a compact space25. The ring modulators have also been fabricated with electronic integrated
circuits26 which enables integration of the driver circuitry with potential for WDM.

7.3. POTENTIAL LONG TERM SOLUTIONS
7.3.1. HIGH EFFICIENCY HIGH BANDWIDTH COMPONENTS
To reduce energy dissipation and increase optical output, it is important to investigate new structures and devices that
could lase at lower threshold currents, reduce capacitance.

7.3.1.1. LASERS
7.3.1.1.1. MONOLYTHICALLY INTEGRATED GROUP IV LASERS
Germanium or other group IV based lasers offer the potential for integration on silicon wafers with conventional
processing. Research on materials and devices enabling the full monolithic integration of LEDs/LASERs on
silicon/CMOS substrates continues, through multiple approaches. Group-IV materials are still generally perceived as
offering the easiest integration with CMOS technology, and significant research is underway to find direct band-gaps with
large oscillator strengths. Engineering of strain, composition, dimensionality, structural order and symmetry, are all being
employed to discover/generate modified band structures and optoelectronic properties. While germanium is an indirect
bandgap semiconductor with a bandgap of 0.6eV, Ge on silicon under tensile strain doped n-type has been demonstrated
to lase at room temperature27 and devices were demonstrated to lase with electrical current injection28 at room
temperature. Modeling predicts that Ge1-xSnx becomes direct bandgap with x>6.55%29 and a Ge-Sn alloy has been
demonstrated to produce materials and devices that lase30 at temperatures <90K. Other approaches to enable modified
band structures with direct gaps include theoretical predictions of direct band-gaps for CSiGeSn alloys31, and Si-Ge-C
superlattices32, fabrication of heaxagonal Silicon33, and theoretical studies and experimental demonstration of 2D groupIV materials: Silicene34, Germanene35, Stanene36. Thus, group IV materials with band structure modified by strain, alloy
composition, nanostructure, or superlattice structure may enable lasers to be integrated on silicon with conventional
processing.
7.3.1.1.2. MONOLITHICALLY INTEGRATED III-V LASERS ON SILICON
With research being performed to integrate III-V MOSFETs on silicon37,38, this could enable co-integration of III-V lasers
on silicon. While many lasers are of multiple micron dimensions, a 250nm nanoscale plasmonic III-V laser has been
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integrated on silicon39 and generates milliwatts of optical power at ~100GHz. While this laser was intended for use with
on chip optical interconnects, it could operate to communicate off chip.
7.3.1.1.3. NOVEL NANOSTRUCTURED LASERS
An emerging technique to increase photonic light source energy dissipation is to introduce nanostructures that increase
energy density. This has been used to demonstrate electrically pumped lasers with lasing thresholds of 287 nA at 150K40
which is 1000X less than earlier electrically pumped nanocavity lasers. Furthermore, these structures have been used to
demonstrate directly modulated photonic crystal nanocavity light-emitting diode (LED) with 10 GHz modulation speed
and less than 1 fJ per bit energy of operation41. These demonstrate that nanostructured nanocavity lasers and LEDs have
the potential to provide more energy efficient photonic sources for optical interconnects; however, the lasers must operate
with high energy efficiency above room temperature.
The ability of lasers to controllably emit specific modes could enable compact optical circuits with new functionality.
single mode ring laser42 utilizing the parity-time symmetry breaking has been demonstrated that is intrinsically stable for
a specific mode rather than having multiple competing modes. This capability could enable compact lasers and
resonators that could enable on chip input/output with single modes of light. Furthermore, it is possible this principle
could be used to control at will specific single modes that are emitted by the laser.

7.3.1.2. MODULATORS
For optical interconnects to meet future requirements, all supporting devices must operate with higher performance, lower
energy consumption, higher optical efficiency, and have lower cost. Electro-optic modulators (EOM) can modulate the
amplitude, phase, frequency, or polarization of the light; however, these devices must become more compact, operate
with lower power consumption.
Initial Mach-Zehnder interferometers were large and consumed significant power in modulating the light; however, newer
compact devices have been demonstrated that require lower power and some may enable integration on substrates with
lasers. A 100µm long silicon p-i-n diode Mach-Zehnder43 has been demonstrated to modulate phase with 5pJ/bit.
A silicon lateral p-i-n ring diode less than 20µm diameter has been demonstrated to modulate wavelength44 and could be
used for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). Incorporation of a photonic crystal into the silicon p-i-n diode
structure45 reduced power consumption with wavelength modulation. A reverse biased silicon p-n ring diode structure46
was able to operate at 11GHz with energy consumption of 50fJ/bit and a device area of ~1000µm2. A GaAs photonic
crystal cavity EOM47 has been demonstrated that has the potential for sub fJ/bit energy consumption in the GHz
frequency range.
Although these devices have dramatically reduced EOM size and energy consumption, modeling indicates the possibility
for further improvement in energy consumption48.
7.3.1.2.3. ELECTRO ABSORPTION MODULATORS
The most important issues for electroabsorption modulators are to have a high on/off ratio, be compact, have a high
operating frequency, low optical loss, and low energy dissipation.
7.3.1.2.3.1. BULK SEMICONDUCTOR FRANZ-KELDYSH EFFECT (III-V, GE)
When a high electric field is applied to a semiconductor, the absorption edge of the material can shift and absorption can
increase. Application of an electric field causes a gradient in the valence and conduction bands of semiconductors and
which increases tunneling and an overlap of wave functions which produces an increase of optical absorption near the
bandgap. Thus, application of an electric field increases optical absorption near the bandgap. This must be done in a thin
film to achieve significant tunneling between bands. This effect is most pronounced in direct bandgap semiconductors
(i.e. III-V, Ge, GeSi).
A SiGe modulator on SOI has been demonstrated to operate at 28 Gb/s with 5.9dB on/off ratio at 3.0V bias with a 50 µm
long active region49. Work is needed to reduce the size, reduce voltage and reduce energy dissipation.
7.3.1.2.3.2. PLASMONIC MACH ZEHNDER
Recently, a plasmonic modulator that fits into a 10µm silicon waveguide has been demonstrated that operates to 70GHz
and consumes 25fJ/bit50. This technology should be investigated to determine if performance can be further enhanced and
characterize performance further.
7.3.1.2.3.3. STARK EFFECT
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The Stark effect in semiconductor quantum wells occurs when coupled electron-hole pairs (Excitons) are trapped in
quantum wells. This produces increased optical absorption near the bandgap of the quantum well bandgap. Application of
an electric field reduces the overlap of the electron and hole wave functions and thus reduces the optical absorption near
the bandgap. Thus, the Stark effect electro-absorption reduces light transmission without electric field and increases
transmission with electric field. This effect has been demonstrated in Ge quantum wells51, a 90µm long Ge-SiGe
quantum well modulator has been demonstrated to operate at 23Ghz with an on/off ratio of 9dB and energy dissipation of
108fJ/bit with a swing voltage of 1V between 3V and 4V52.
Further work should be done to increase the on/off ratio, reduce optical losses, reduce energy dissipation and determine
the temperature dependence of modulation.

7.3.2. PASSIVE OPTICAL ELEMENTS
7.3.2.1. MULTIPLEXERS (MUX) AND DEMULTIPLEXERS (DEMUX)
MUXes merge multiple wavelengths while DeMUXes separate wavelengths into separate waveguides or fibers.
Currently, these devices must make gradual bends in the waveguide to maintain total internal reflection and minimize
losses. As more wavelengths are merged into waveguides or fibers (i.e. 64, 128, 256, etc.) the size of these can become
very large, so technologies are needed to enable low loss compact merging and splitting capabilities. Two potential
approaches to this are aperiodic nanophotonic structures and plasmonic structures, which have the potential to compact
wavelength merging functions to µm scale and thus significantly reduce the size of MUX and DeMUX devices. In
particular, materials with optical index having a low thermal sensitivity will be required.

7.3.2.2. Optical Isolators
The ability to isolate optical devices, such as lasers, from light coming the wrong direction from a waveguide is important
for achieving operational integrity. Optical isolators are currently large devices, but compact isolators are needed.
Recently, an optical diode53 with two 10µm diameter rings adjacent to waveguides has demonstrated with high
transmission in the forward direction and 28dB exclusion in the reverse direction. This could enable optical isolators
(diodes) to be integrated with lasers and eliminate stray signals from waveguides or fibers from introducing noise into the
laser’s operation.

7.3.2.3. Mode Specific Resonators
The ability of resonators controllably transmit or emit specific modes could enable compact optical circuits with new
functionality. Recently, a coupled resonator based on parity-time symmetry breaking has been demonstrated that
amplifies specific modes and absorb other modes in the “forward” direction54. This principle could be used to compactly
control at will specific single modes that are emitted by the source.

7.3.2.4. NANO PHOTONONIC STRUCTURES
New opportunities are emerging in optics for exploiting both multiple wavelengths and multiple spatial modes to allow
us to continue to scale the information capacity of optical communications. These are enabled by a new generation of
photonics that can be designed and customized to perform the exact function required. In turn, that photonics is physically
enabled by emerging nanofabrication technologies, new complex nanophotonic structures, and by new fundamental
understanding of optical components and design.
Additionally, advances in materials science and nanofabrication capabilities, combined with emerging new concepts in
mesoscopic physics and quantum information theory are giving rise to a new field of study - quantum engineering. In
essence, these developments in basic and applied science are creating new technological capabilities that could hardly
have been foreseen during the formative years of electrical engineering. In order to facilitate the near-term realization of
new quantum devices and systems, there is an immediate need to broaden the core analysis and design methodologies of
electrical engineering to accommodate quantum substrates and quantum dynamical phenomena.
7.3.2.4.1. APERIODIC NANOPHOTONIC STRUCTURES
Future computing and communication systems require miniaturized components integrated into complex system for
advanced information processing functionalities. The use of aperiodic and dynamic photonic structures may provide
solutions to meet such requirements. In particular, the use of aperiodic structures enables the constructing of high density
compact routing in waveguides with single wavelength scales. The use of dynamic structures potentially provides
reconfigurability, as well as functionalities that are not available in static systems such as dynamic non-reciprocity.
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Significant advances have been made in understanding the interactions of photons with aperiodic photonic structures. A
particularly important advancement is the developments of ultra-fast numerical algorithms that enable fast simulations
and optimization of nanophotonic structures55. With these algorithms it is possible to scan through very large ensemble of
nanophotonic structures to develop a statistical understanding of these components in the presence of structural statistical
variations, and to design highly functional and yet compact components for mode division multiplexing and wavelength
division multiplexing systems.
For aperiodic nanophotonic structures, the temperature dependence of the structures and potential optical losses must be
determined. Also, these structures would need to be encapsulated with a robust material of a different refractive index to
protect the structures from contamination and environmental interferences.
7.3.2.4.1.1. INVERSE NANOPHOTONIC DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Remarkable progress has been made in optics (micro- and nano-photonics) over the past few decades, mostly focused
around photonic crystals, quasi-crystals, and metamaterials. Despite such remarkable progress, all of the aforementioned
structures are based on relatively simple geometries, consisting of regular shapes such as circles and rectangles, are
periodic in two or three dimensions (photonic crystals and metamaterials) or in higher dimensions (quasi-crystals). They
are constructed by repeating a simple unit cell in space (real 3D space for photonic crystals and metamaterials, or higher
dimensional space for quasicrystals). Therefore, such materials span only a very limited set of the possible parameter
space for optical structures, and it is extremely unlikely that optimal designs are in such a limited sub-space. In other
words, most (if not all) of the optical structures we have ever studied are not optimal.
Computational nanophotonic methods (inverse design method) have been demonstrated, which are based on adapting the
techniques of convex optimization to electromagnetics problems56. This approach potentially enables optimization of an
optical device (structure) for a specific function without any restrictions on the parameter space. The optimized structures
are free of any restrictions (such as periodicity in some number of dimensions or having to consist of regular shapes),
except for constraints possibly imposed by the designer resulting from the experimental capabilities, such as fabrication
tools and the set of available materials. This method can be used to design a structure that converts a desired input field to
desired output fields. The researcher only identifies the desired input and output fields, conversion efficiencies, footprint,
and any desired frequency dependence of the device characteristics. The researcher can also specify constraints on
materials and feature sizes, if any. The algorithm starts with a black box and slowly converges (by spanning the full
parameter space) towards a solution that exhibits the desired behavior. Therefore, the full parameter space can be
explored in this process. The optimal structures designed using this method outperform conventional photonic structures,
and the resulting designs are unique compared to earlier photonic structures, which have traditionally been designed by
brute force parameter optimization and researcher intuition.
With this inverse design algorithm, a wide variety of linear waveguide-based nanophotonic devices have been designed
and demonstrated including wavelength splitters, spatial mode multiplexers, TE/TM splitters, waveguide crossings, and
fiber couplers53. These nanophotonic structures are fully three-dimensional and multi-modal, have very compact
footprints (a few microns long at most), exhibit high efficiency, and are manufacturable. Several of these structures have
been experimentally demonstrated57, showing that inverse designed structures can be fabricated and are robust to
fabrication imperfections.

7.3.2.5. PLASMONIC STRUCTURES
There is a significant need for technologies that can compactly change the direction of light propagation and focus light
on small features. Plasmonic structures have properties that could enable potential solutions to these issues58. Specific
materials have surface electronic resonances that interact with photons and confine them in small waveguides
(<100nm)59, and cause them to change directions in short distances59. An issue is that the plasmons absorb energy from
the light at their resonance, so the interaction lengths must be short. Recently, it has been proposed to use electrical
pumping to reduce losses in hybrid plasmonic waveguides60. On the other hand, the plasmons are relatively insensitive to
temperature changes, so they should be stable with temperature.
Plasmonic structures have been predicted to enhance optical absorption in photodetectors61, confine light in sub
wavelength waveguides, redirect light to new directions within 1 µm. It has been predicted that novel structures may be
able to significantly reduce losses in plasmonic waveguides62. The ability to concentrate light to very small
photodetectors could enable very fast photodetectors with high signal to noise ratio63. It was proposed that plasmonics
could be employed to produce energy efficient compact electromodulators64 and an active plasmonic modulator has
demonstrated 10Gb/s data rates with low energy65. Recently a 10µm plasmonic modulator has operated at 70GHz while
consuming only 25fJ/bit66.
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For future logic, a plasmonic absorber-amplifier67 has been designed that could amplify specific wavelengths in a WDM
application while absorbing other wavelengths, purify the phase of a non-phase pure source according to a phase-pure
reference source, modulate an optical signal driven by an input gate optical signal with amplification, or provide
directional optical isolation. Thus, plasmonics may not only have the potential for enabling compact dense photonic
routing and modulation, but may also potentially enable photonic logic functions.

7.3.3. ELECTROOPTIC DYNAMIC OPTICAL ROUTING
Significant progress has been made in the study of dynamic photonic structures. Here, a particularly noteworthy
development is the recognition that dynamic refractive index modulation can be used to break time reversal symmetry,
leading to unidirectional optical components that reproduce the effects of standard magneto-optics, but with materials that
are entirely CMOS-compatible68. It has been shown that the phase of dynamic modulation becomes a gauge field for
photons that provides tremendous flexibility for the control of flow of light69,70.
To enable compact dynamic photonic devices, research is needed to identify materials that have a large modulation of
dielectric constant with a short switching time. Furthermore, to enable optically based switching and routing, it is
important to identify materials that have a large change in dielectric constant upon exposure to a specific wavelength of
illumination. This would enable sending a switching wavelength over a fiber and changing the routing of the signal that
has a different wavelength in the same fiber.
Analysis indicated that a silicon based micro-ring system can be used electrically route optical signals in a WDM
environment71. It is also proposed that these devices can enable high bandwidth communication in Exascale computing
environments if holistic approaches are used to optical device and system design72.

7.3.4. OPTICAL RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
A significant challenge for optical detectors is to increase operating frequency to support higher data rates. A limiting
factor is the RC time constant of the photodetector. The most logical solution is to reduce the detector size which reduces
junction capacitance, but this can increase resistance and may reduce coupling efficiency to the light from the waveguide.
Effort would be needed to reduce the junction and contact resistance for the smaller photodetectors. If the detector
intercepts less light from the waveguide, the amplifier will need to need higher gain which will potentially reduce the
signal to noise ratio. The best solution to this is to develop techniques to effectively couple light from the waveguide into
the detector. Possible solutions include using plasmonic structures above the photodetectors to focus light into the
detector. Another option is to passive periodic or aperiodic nanophotonic structures to focus light onto the photodetector.
The temperature dependence of the potential solutions needs to be understood, to design the optimal solution. This would
give the amplifier a larger signal to amplify and reduce signal to noise.

7.3.5. OPTICALLY BASED SWITCHING AND ROUTING
Currently, optical signals are redirected by electrical routers where the light must be converted to electrical signals that
are routed to different laser-fibers. This significant latency can be added to the transmission of optical signals that go
through multiple routers. New technologies are needed to enable optically based switching and routing that doesn’t
require the optical-electrical-optical conversion. To support this, new materials and device structures are needed to
enable this dynamic optically controlled routing capability. Potential schemes for driving may include having one
wavelength dedicated to establishing the routing path, while others would transmit the data.
Optically based switching has been demonstrated in III-V73,74 and in silicon75 based structures, with micro-ring
resonators, where sending a higher than bandgap photon pulse excites carriers and temporarily changes the refractive
index of the material. These are examples of devices that could be integrated to enable optically based switching and
routing functions. More research is needed to identify new technologies that offer greater flexibility in optically based
switching and routing with lower power consumption.

7.3.6. OPTICALLY BASED LOGIC
If all optical networks are to be viable, optically based logic will be needed to identify signal stream routing conflicts and
determine the correct routing alternative. A number of optical logic devices and functions have been proposed that require
local nonlinearity of optical properties76. It is proposed that branched waveguides with local nonlinear optical materials
could function as AND on OR functions77. All optical logic based on optical polarization switches has also been
proposed75 that would require polarizing switches that require optically activated polarizers78. Using cross gain
modulation and cross phase modulation in semiconductor devices, many logic functions have been demonstrated
including AND, OR, XOR, NOR and XNOR79, but they are limited to ~10Gb/s. Several all optical logic concepts have
been proposed and some demonstrated, but their speed and efficiency would need to improve to support future all optical
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networks. A critical need for all optical high speed logic is materials that can change optical properties at >100GHz speed
upon exposure to optical signals.

7.4. TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
7.4.1. DEVICE NEEDS
In the near term, high performance lasers and detectors must be developed to meet increasing data rate requirements and
will be developed in arrays, such as VCSELs and compact detector arrays. In the future, there will be a need to integrate
these onto silicon CMOS to provide high data rate I/O for logic and integrated circuits. The integration of the optical I/O
onto silicon will place increased requirements on the III-V materials grown on silicon to reduce dislocations and other
defects.
In the longer term, new optical devices are needed to provide dense optical routing and switching capabilities and enable
totally optical routing networks. This will require development of novel logic devices that are optically switched at
>100GHz to provide high speed routing within data centers and other large LAN facilities.

7.4.2. MATERIAL NEEDS
In the near term, materials are needed that have a higher electro-optic coefficient (i.e. higher change of refractive index
with application of voltage) to enable more compact Mach-Zehnder switches that operate at lower power. Also, optical
waveguides are needed that enable low loss compact routing of light and plasmonic structures and aperiodic nanophotonic
structures should be investigated.
Longer term, materials are needed whose optical properties (reflectivity or absorption) can be switched very rapidly with
exposure to photons of a specific polarization or wavelength to enable optical logic to reduce network latency. These
could be used in conjunction with aperiodic nanophotonic structures or plasmonic structures. The optical properties need
to be switchable at >100GHz frequencies.

7.4.3. HETEROGENEOUS INTEGRATION
In the near term, optical devices including lasers, detectors, waveguides, MUXes, deMUXes, modulators and supporting
circuits will be integrated onto boards, cards, and then into packages. Each of these devices have requirements or control
of stress, temperature, and electrical isolation, so new interface materials and assembly processes will be needed to
manage these complex requirements. Furthermore, as the optical signals come to the edge of the board, card or package,
connectors will be needed that couple the output to multimode or single mode fibers with low coupling loss. For detailed
description of packaging issues and potential solutions, see the ITRS Heterogeneous Integration Chapter.

7.4.4. TEST, INSPECTION, MEASUREMENT (TIM) FOR OPTICAL SIGNALS
The most demanding test requirements are found in single mode applications so those are emphasized in Table OSC14.
Multimode signal testing is usually less demanding.
Table OSC14: Optical Interconnect Test Capability Requirements
The Telecom Industry utilizes single mode technology over hundreds of kilometers and has led the development of
optical test equipment and capability. Much of that equipment can be adopted for use with products being developed for
the emerging shorter distance applications.
Data communications products are being built in high volume (millions of transceivers and Active Optical Cables per
year) and their test needs differ from Telecom in that they tend to utilize more parallel signal transmission through
parallel media, either ribbon fiber or waveguide arrays, transmit light shorter distances and hence are not impacted as
much by dispersion impediments and sometimes utilize more complex modulation schemes.
Test time and the related cost is an important issue for optical products.
In many cases, optical products generate their own light signal and testing requires only evaluating the resulting signals.
Some products require light to be injected in them to evaluate their properties. The need to inject light signals is most
common for in-process testing or evaluation of subassemblies.
While Traditional telecom products were often built with fiber pigtails approximately 1 meter long, Datacom products
usually utilize an industry standard connector. In principle, these connectors can be used as test interfaces. As a practical
matter they tend to have a limited life and limited number of cycles. That may be an issue the test community needs to
address.
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The general optical signal technical properties and test parameters follow in the table below. Also, for detailed
description of optical component testing challenges and potential solutions, see the ITRS Heterogeneous Integration
Chapter testing section.

7.4.5. WAFER LEVEL MEASUREMENT (PROBING)
In future technologies, the I/O may be integrated onto the CPU and this would require functional testing at wafer probing.
At the wafer level, the optical source would need to be tested for power consumption, optical output levels, and the ability
to modulate the signal (not necessarily at maximum frequency). Probe would also need to measure wavelength and
possibly wavelength distribution, as shown in Table OSC14.
The tester will also need to be able to test small photodetectors for both leakage current and photocurrent at the required
wavelength. In the case where the amplifier and signal conditioner are integrated with the photodetector, the on/off ratio
output by the amplifier/conditioner needs to be measured.
Table OSC14. Optical Interconnect Test Capability Requirements

7.4.6. TESTING PACKAGED LOGIC WITH OPTICAL I/O
Initial testing of the packaged optical interconnects could be performed by feeding the output back into the input with an
optical fixture/pigtail, as shown in table OSC14. Detailed functional testing of logic, memory interface chips, and other
optical logic need to be tested at operating speed and over a range of temperatures, so the test fixture must have light
sources and photodetectors that can operate at the required data rate. The light source and detector could be remote with
fiber or waveguide transport to the optical ports on the test fixture. The test fixture would need to operate at the
temperature extremes (low and high) with optical interfaces functioning.

7.4.7. RELIABILITY
As more optical interconnects are used to communicate between systems at high data rates, the reliability of components
and the cost of maintaining a reliable network will become a bigger issue. As higher data rates are required, single mode
communication will become more widely used and this is more sensitive to the entry location and angle of the light. So,
while the output of components may not change dramatically, the shifts in the wavelength distribution or alignment of the
light to the fiber could shift over time from the laser or modulators which could become a failure. Also, as more fibers
are installed in high data rate applications, the failure of an optical interconnect can significantly impact the operation of a
data center or LAN, so system level solutions need to be developed to address optical link failures.

7.4.7.1. COMPONENT RELIABILITY
As higher data rate optical interconnects are used, single mode communication with multiple wavelengths and
polarizations per fiber will become more common. This will require highly reliable lasers, modulators, MUXes, and
DeMUXes that couple effectively to single mode fibers. Thus, mechanisms that effect laser output, and the stability of
wavelength distribution as a function of time must be understood and methods developed to improve these. In addition,
the time dependence of modulator operation must be understood and methods developed to improve their functional
reliability. As more devices are used to modulate the light, the reliability of individual components must dramatically
improve to meet the overall reliability requirements for the optical link.

7.4.7.2. SYSTEM LEVEL RELIABILITY
With data rates increasing dramatically and many applications needing highly reliable communications within different
networks, there is a need to develop a system level architecture that has built-in redundancy. Also, within rack
components that support fast hot pluggable repairs.

7.4.8. MODELING AND SIMULATION
To support development of compact energy efficient optical routing elements, detailed models of aperiodic nanophotonic
structures and plasmonic structures are needed to analyze and design potential optical elements46. To enable enhanced
electro-optic switching, models are needed that can predict changes of refractive index in materials and heterostructures
with application of an electric field and also predict electrical properties.
To enable research in materials that could enable optical logic and routing capabilities, models are needed to identify
materials, heterostructures, superlattices, or metamaterials, whose optical properties (absorbance, reflectivity, etc.) at
specific wavelengths can be dramatically changed with exposure to a different wavelength or polarizations of light. These
models need to be able to predict the switching energy and time constant for switching.
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8. SUMMARY
RF communication is expected to have an ever increasing role in wireless communications between a wide range of
devices and the internet. To support this, a higher performance lower power RF and analog devices will be needed to
support these diverse applications. Furthermore, optical communications will have an ever increasing role in supporting
high bandwidth communications within the internet and within some mobile systems. Thus, new devices will be needed
to enable compact low power routing of optical signals within these systems and data centers. With increased
communication of data over the internet, novel communication technologies and software are needed to dramatically
increase security for a wide range of applications.
This first version of the Outside System Connectivity chapter is limited in scope and invites input from application users
and component and system manufacturers for future revisions.
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